Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) is an established approach to modeling skill acquisition of students working with intelligent tutoring systems. However, BKT is far from an ideal solution, and multiple improvements and extensions were suggested to it over the years. One of such extensions is Deep Knowledge Tracing (DKT). The first DKT \[[@CR6]\] adopted the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) architecture from the deep learning community. Recent publications on DKT discuss various RNN architecture modifications to adapt to student learning theories as well as explore new deep learning models. Our work is inspired by both and proposes to use the Transformer architecture to model students' knowledge state.

The Transformer model was first proposed by the Google Brain team \[[@CR9]\] to generate better neural translations. It soon became the dominant model in many Natural Language Processing (NLP) problems \[[@CR2], [@CR7]\]. The main advantage of the Transformer over RNN is its ability to learn long-range dependencies \[[@CR2]\].

We modified the Transformer architecture so that it does not directly learn the representation of each question. Instead, it learns the representation of the underlying W-matrix that relates knowledge components to question items, including the cases when multiple knowledge components are associated with an item. This modification allows the model to learn specific representation for frequently encountered questions while represent rare questions with their underline skill representations. Further, we allow the attention weight between question items to decay as students work on questions or problems, which effectively represents forgetting.Fig. 1.Transformer architecture

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

The original Deep Knowledge Tracing (DKT) Model \[[@CR6]\] used an RNN based architecture and claimed to outperform BKT by a large margin. However, latter works \[[@CR3], [@CR10]\] showed that RNN based DKT is not superior than BKT models over a pool of datasets when data preprocessing errors are taken into account.

Recent work on DKT follows two general patterns. First, a group of studies \[[@CR4], [@CR11]\] tried to adjust the RNN structure so that it is consistent with the students' learning process. For example, the Dynamic Key-Value Memory Networks \[[@CR11]\] explicitly maintained knowledge components and knowledge states. Further, Nagatan and colleagues \[[@CR4]\] intentionally modeled students' forgetting behavior in RNN but achieved only limited success.

Another group of DKT papers seeks to leverage recently developed Transformer models \[[@CR1], [@CR5], [@CR8]\]. Pandey and Karypis \[[@CR5]\] used a self-attention model which is a simplified version of the Transformer. Ralla and colleagues \[[@CR8]\] used Transformer Encoder to pre-train students' interactions. Choi et al. \[[@CR1]\] experimented with different alternatives to rewiring the components in the original Transformer. All these works showed inspiring results and motivated this study.

Methods {#Sec3}
=======

Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} represents a simplified version of our adapted Transformer model. The main inputs to our adapted Transformer model is a sequence tuples $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Transformer Block -- Masked Attention.** The outputs of Interaction Embedding Layer, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e_j$$\end{document}$. A Transformer block also have feedforward layer, normalization layer, and residual connections. We recommend readers to read the original paper \[[@CR9]\] for more detail.

**Linear Layer + Loss.** The outputs of a stack of Transformer blocks is feed to the linear layer before calculating the final loss. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experiments {#Sec4}
===========

We ran 5-fold student-stratified cross-validation on three datasets that are frequently used in the literature. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} lists descriptive statistics for the datasets.

**ASSISTments2017**[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}. Data from the ASSISTment online tutoring system.

**STAT F2011**[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"}. This data is from a college-level engineering statics course.

**KDD, A**[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"}. This data is the challenge set A -- Algebra I 2008--2009 data set from the KDD 2010 Educational Data Mining Challenge.Table 1.Dataset overview and student-stratified 5-fold cross validationDatasetsOverviewAUCInteractionsStudentsItemsSkillsBKTLiteratureOur ModelASSISTments2017943K1,7094,1171020.6280.734\[5\]**0.806**STAT F2011190K3331,224810.8210.853\[5\]**0.947**KDD 2010, A4,420K3,2871,3798990.744**0.784** Table 2.AUC under different architectureArchitectureASSISTment 2017STAT F2011KDD 2010, ATransformer: 1-layer original0.7090.9170.772Transformer: 1-layer + mapping0.7370.9390.772Transformer: 1-layer + time-bias0.7040.9310.777Transformer: 1-layer + all0.7730.946**0.784**Transformer: 6-layer + all**0.8060.947**0.775

Results and Discussion {#Sec5}
======================

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} summarizes our findings and compares them to the start-of-the-art Deep Knowledge Tracing model results in the literature, as well as the Bayesian Knowledge Tracing (BKT) model. Our adapted Transformer model is superior to BKT on all datasets and outperforms the state-of-the-art DKT models from the literature by 9.81% and 11.02% on ASSISTments 2017 and STAT F2011 datasets. The remarkable gain is not due to the structure of the original transformer model. Pandey and Karypis \[[@CR5]\]'s self-attention model is roughly equivalent to a 1-layer Transformer. Their reported AUC score on ASSISTments 2017 and STAT F2011 is about 10% worse than our adapted Transformer.

To further illustrate this point, we repeat the experiment on the original Transformer with/without the modified components, as illustrated in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The original Transformer gains an obvious performance boost by adding the *interaction skill mapping* and *time-bias* to its structure.

To conclude, our adapted Transformer architecture generated promising results on frequently used public datasets. For future work, we intend to explore how to efficiently incorporate more feature information into the Transformer architecture, as well as how to represent hierarchical relations between skills in the interaction embedding layer.

<https://sites.google.com/view/assistmentsdatamining>.

<https://pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu/DatasetInfo?datasetId=507>.

<https://pslcdatashop.web.cmu.edu/KDDCup/>.
